Foreign correspondents are facing unprecedented hurdles
block and discredit independent reporting. As the number of
journalists forced out by the Chinese state grows due to
excessive intimidation or outright expulsions, covering China
is increasingly becoming an exercise in remote reporting.
Ninety-nine percent of foreign journalists responding to an
annual survey conducted by the Foreign Correspondents’
Club of China (FCCC) said that reporting conditions did not
meet what they considered to be international standards.
Foreign journalists are routinely surveilled both online and
as well as in the cities where they are
based, including Beijing and Shanghai. The Chinese state
correspondents, their Chinese colleagues, and those whom
the foreign press seeks to interview, via online trolling,
physical assaults, cyber hacking, and visa denials.
disturb journalists have become more elaborate and more
thorough, especially when we try to report sensitive issues
like religion or ethnic minorities,” said the bureau chief of a
Japanese outlet.
Chinese authorities also appear to be encouraging a spate of
lawsuits or the threat of legal action against foreign
explicitly agreed to be interviewed. The FCCC highlights
this development with alarm, as foreigners involved in civil
or criminal lawsuits and court proceedings in China can be
banned from leaving the country, based on past precedent.
Cheng Lei, an Australian journalist working for Chinese state
broadcaster CGTN, and Haze Fan, a Chinese national working
for Bloomberg News, have both been detained for more than
a year. Chinese authorities still have not publicly released
details regarding either Cheng or Fan, beyond vague
allegations of being involved in state security cases.

Heightened dangers have prompted foreign journalists and their organizations to develop emergency exit plans
in the increasingly likely event that they and their families are compelled to leave quickly given security
concerns.
“The risk landscape is changing at the moment in unfamiliar ways. In particular, news organizations face
warnings that their reporting may expose them to legal sanctions or civil lawsuits, or – most ominously – to
national security investigations,” said David Rennie, Beijing bureau chief for the Economist.
“In the past, the main tools used to control media involved restrictions on access, blacklisting from events, or
problems with press cards and visas,” he said. “The growing use of the law is new and worrying.”
Foreign journalists and their families are being harassed so severely by the state – including being surveilled and
accosted on personal trips – that a handful of correspondents, demoralized and under attack, have simply left
mainland China.
proof of the dangers we faced and of China’s deep intolerance for independent journalism,” said John
Sudworth, a BBC correspondent who left his post in Beijing suddenly in March after the harassment and threats
of legal action made staying in China untenable.1
Meanwhile, state-backed attacks against foreign journalists, particularly trolling campaigns online, have made
it increasingly hard for journalists remaining in China to operate as they foster a growing feeling among the
Chinese public that foreign media are the enemy.

reporting, free of state obstruction and surveillance.
Jonathan Cheng, Beijing bureau chief for the Wall Street Journal. “It has tested our resourcefulness, and there
are some things we simply are unable to do from afar, much of it related to bringing our readers outside [of]
China’s biggest cities.”
The Chinese government’s expulsion of foreign journalists in 2020 remains the “single biggest blow to
international reporting in China,” said Steven Lee Myers, Beijing bureau chief for the New York Times.
Myers, expelled from China and now based in Seoul, noted that many correspondents have “continued to cover
Foreign correspondents unable to remain in China have relocated, including to Taipei, Singapore, Sydney, and
London. Hong Kong is no longer an appealing option after China imposed a sweeping national security law on
the city in 2020, and has begun expelling foreign journalists, on top of arresting and jailing local journalists.
“What’s more, in the last year, many people who once spoke freely and openly, frequently declined to speak by
that journalists in China have also experienced, but it is obviously an even greater challenge for those outside.”
The Chinese state is crippling the remaining journalists working for U.S. news organizations in China by refusing
to renew their press cards. This new visa harassment tactic impacted at least 22 journalists from the U.S., U.K.,
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Canada, Italy, Japan, and New Zealand. Instead, MOFA issued paper letters to these journalists, giving them
provisional reporting rights.
“We’re covering less news now than we have in a very long time. That’s a pity for readers outside of China trying
media shrinks to the levels they’re at now, one of the most notable things that gets lost is nuance. Everything
gets more black and white.”
The Chinese government also handed these journalists shortened residence permits of two to three months
rather than the standard one-year, leaving them in constant limbo.
While China’s strict pandemic measures have allowed authorities to curb the number of infections, Covid-19 has
been used frequently by authorities seeking to delay approvals for journalist visas, shut down reporting trips,
deny access to certain locations, and decline interview requests. Foreign journalists are often asked to comply
with requirements and restrictions that do not apply to others, both Chinese and foreign.
outright hostility towards Western media in China create a perfect storm,” said Steven Jiang, Beijing bureau
chief for CNN. “Life and work for foreign reporters in this country are only going to become more challenging in
the foreseeable future.”

usual for foreign journalists to conduct their work.
“The situation with Covid has made us more reluctant to leave Beijing,” said Patrick Baert, Beijing bureau chief
for Agence France-Presse. “Especially with the [Beijing Winter] Olympics coming up, we have started just
postponing reporting trips outside of Beijing because we’re scared we won’t be able to return.”
As China pulls out all the stops for the Olympic Games, the FCCC is troubled by the breakneck speed by which
media freedom is declining in China, a rising global power and the world’s second-largest economy.
China’s approach to foreign journalists is in direct contrast to its own stated policies for foreign media and the
Olympic spirit of excellence, friendship, and respect.
Alarmingly, China’s obstructions to independent reporting are worsening at the same time the world becomes
increasingly polarized over China’s rise. The correct response is not to block journalists and their ability to work,
but to let more in and to allow them to report unfettered.
The FCCC strongly believes that an independent media presence in China will bolster the country’s standing
propaganda, but by also letting others tell that story.

Foreign media organizations in China are operating under critical labor shortages imposed by the Chinese state,
which has largely refused to award new visas to foreign journalists after issuing mass expulsions in 2020.

to begin assignments, citing the pandemic and geopolitical tensions. The Chinese government has, however,
issued other types of visas to foreigners, such as business visas.
A handful of resident journalist J-1 visas were issued for journalists working at news organizations
headquartered primarily in East Asia. In 2021, the FCCC was aware that at least a dozen J-1 visas were also
granted to several European news media.
However, MOFA’s cherry-picking of journalists means the majority of outlets are still waiting for visas to be
approved. Some journalists have been waiting more than a year, and several organizations have more than one
application outstanding.
Such visa delays have had a serious and detrimental impact on organizations’ news-gathering capabilities.
46%

bring in the required number of journalists
Only 4% of respondents said their organization had received a new J-1 visa in 2021
36%
more J-1 visa applications

of China. This indicates the Chinese government is willing to grant credentials to journalists and organizations,
but only to those whose coverage they deem useful or favorable.
-Bureau chief with a Western news agency

-Reporter with British media
-American media network
Journalists working for news organizations headquartered in the U.S. have been additionally impacted as a
result of retaliatory restrictions placed by Beijing against those outlets.
In September 2020, China stopped renewing press cards to journalists accredited with U.S. news organizations,
regardless of their nationality. This impacted journalists from the U.S., U.K., Canada, Italy, Japan, and New
Zealand.2
Instead, MOFA gave these journalists paper letters giving them provisional reporting rights. The Chinese
government also put them on shortened residence permits of two to three months rather than the standard
one-year, leaving them in a state of ongoing uncertainty.
22 respondents said they had received letters rather than press cards as well as truncated visas
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Due to this visa limbo, American citizens working for U.S. news outlets were unable to exit China and re-enter
reporting, at great personal cost.
In November 2021, China and the U.S. agreed to ease some – but not all – visa restrictions on both countries’
journalists. The FCCC welcomes this development and will be watching carefully to understand how it is applied
on the ground.
As of the end of 2021, China had yet to grant visas to the handful of U.S. journalists promised under the
agreement.
journalists receiving truncated press credentials as punishment for coverage that MOFA disliked.
Nine respondents (not working for U.S. media) said they had received truncated press cards
valid for less than the standard one-year
27%
60% of respondents were asked to come in for an interview prior to issuance of their press card
Renewing journalist credentials in China is a two-step process. First, correspondents must apply at MOFA for a
renewed press card, which allows them to work as a journalist in China.
Then, correspondents surrender their passports to the police – the Public Security Bureau’s Exit and Entry
Administration – to receive a residence permit, which allows them to live in-country.
This period without a passport can present logistical challenges living and working in China, as foreigners are
become even more necessary with China’s strict Covid and contact-tracing measures.
41% of respondents said press card renewal took more than 7 working days,
MOFA’s stated period for issuing a new card
14% said it took more than 7 working days for Exit-Entry to grant a visa
10% of correspondents said leaving their passport with Exit-Entry led to
issues with banks, hotels, and international travel
of their colleagues in interviews with MOFA prior to receiving their press credentials.

-Reporter with a Western news outlet

-Reporter with a Western news outlet

China continues to apply epidemic policies selectively, with both public and private entities frequently invoking
Covid prevention measures as a supposed reason to turn down interviews and block access for journalists. That
includes barring them from certain locations, such as the region of Xinjiang, where journalists have sought to
investigate human rights abuses against Uyghurs and other ethnic minorities that foreign governments and
politicians have called genocide.
Further hampering the crucial work of journalists are new regulations that make returning to Beijing very
from. Frequent and sudden lockdowns remain common across China, prompting many journalists to cancel or
postpone trips.
52% of respondents said they were told to leave a place or denied access for
health and safety reasons when they presented no risk, according to China’s own regulations
29%
their coverage of China had been impacted
32% reported other forms of interference tied to coronavirus regulations – such as being subject
to mandatory testing or additional health requirements when other people were not asked to do so
In the face of ever-changing quarantine and testing policies as well as the uneven application of such rules,
many reporters have had to cancel stories, marooning them in Beijing or Shanghai and unable to add more
depth to stories.

-Reporter for a Dutch outlet

-Daniel Satra, ARD
-Jonathan Cheng, Wall Street Journal

Six reporters said that the personal risks of staying in mainland China were so high, they decided to leave
altogether in 2021.
One of the most worrying developments is the use of lawsuits and other means of legal and online intimidation
to target journalists who have published or broadcast outstanding journalism about China.
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In March 2021, BBC correspondent John Sudworth suddenly left China and moved to Taiwan with his family,
after facing severe online trolling and threats of Chinese legal action over his investigative reporting.3 A lawsuit

good journalism. -Reporter for U.S. media
Nine foreign correspondents said they had been sued or threatened with legal action by sources and/or
government entities, miring them in legal proceedings, which detract from their time reporting and plunge
them into great personal risk.
Chinese sources and entities appear increasingly willing to use the threat of legal retaliation to mandate
positive stories about China. Correspondents have been asked to sign legal agreements containing
astonishingly broad clauses prohibiting any negative coverage – or face legal action. Sources once eager to be
interviewed have reneged on previous agreements to be quoted.

-European broadcaster

-Greg Baker, AFP

-Alice Su, LA Times

ONLINE TROLLING
Nearly a quarter of respondents said they were targeted in online smear campaigns as a result of their reporting
in China. Such online attacks have further contributed to a hostile working environment.
Organizations including the BBC, NPR, and the Economist have been attacked by state-linked entities, state
media, and anonymous social media accounts for their reporting.

their personal social media accounts. -European media

-European media
3
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Online trolling falls disproportionately on female journalists of East Asian ethnic descent, as well as Chinese
employees of foreign news organizations. Attackers routinely disparage their coverage of China and make
crude sexual innuendos, including alarming threats of physical violence.

-Emily Feng, NPR
Such attacks on foreign journalists and their Chinese colleagues are sometimes directly encouraged and
instigated by the state and state-backed entities.

social media.

-Reporter with a European outlet

-Georg Fahrion, Der Spiegel
foreign journalists and their work. Such criticism appears designed to pressure editors and managers at
headquarters to dial back objective coverage of China. However, the FCCC notes that none of this has stopped
foreign journalists from doing their job, nor major global news organizations from going after the stories that
matter.

Twitter is censored by the government in mainland China. The fact that such attacks are allowed to take place
further indicates that these campaigns against journalists are state-sanctioned and meant for a global
audience.

-Paddy Fok, FSN

-Ed Lawrence, BBC
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correspondent Robin Brant – and alert the authorities if any were spotted.

her accusations. -Reporter with a Western news agency

-Mathias Boelinger, German TV reporter

The most common method for blocking reporting in 2021 has also been the most low-tech. Using sheer force,
Chinese authorities have physically blocked and harassed reporters as well as their sources.
62%

47%
12% were manhandled or subjected to other forms of physical force while working

Foreign journalists are stonewalled when covering stories the Chinese government deems sensitive, such as
human rights abuses and politically sensitive events.
4

-

government. Reporters were tailed and harassed while conducting interviews at the numerous state-organized
press junkets pegged to the anniversary.
4
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One of the most sensitive areas of coverage remains any story about China’s leader Xi Jinping. Nearly onethreatened with repercussions following the publication or broadcast of such stories.
As China enters the third year of the pandemic, authorities continue to block reporting on the coronavirus –
just as they have done since Covid-19 emerged in Wuhan in December 2019.
Foreign correspondents recounted being prevented from visiting key sites in Wuhan, as well as locations
across China where experts suspect the coronavirus may have originated.

-Sjoerd Den Daas, NOS

facilities. -Photographer for a Western outlet
government deems critical of the state and its policies, leveraging their power to grant access as yet another
way to pressure foreign journalists.
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-Bureau chief at an international news agency

-Georg Fahrion, Der Spiegel

REPORTING ON XINJIANG

journalists due to Covid controls including an apparent seven-day quarantine.
Despite Covid controls, many more correspondents traveled to Xinjiang than in 2020. Thirty-two
respondents visited the region at least once in 2021, a 78 percent increase from the year prior.
88% of the journalists who traveled to Xinjiang in 2021 said that they were visibly followed,
often by men in plainclothes
44% said their interviews were visibly monitored and disrupted
34% were asked or forced to delete data, such as photos or video footage they had taken in Xinjiang
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-Sophia Yan, Telegraph
Aksu
-

carrying

-European media

-Correspondent for Western news outlet
One of the most pressing concerns for journalists when it comes to Xinjiang coverage is keeping sources safe. In
the most extreme cases, sources have been jailed in retaliation for having contact with foreign journalists.
10% said they witnessed their interviewees being threatened or facing retaliation
after speaking to foreign journalists

shadowy men trailing us. -Journalist from an international news outlet
As in other places in China, authorities in Xinjiang repeatedly invoked Covid as a reason to hinder foreign
journalists.
47%

forcing me to spend one night in a late-night hot pot restaurant and another one sleeping
-Journalist from an international news organization

clearly worried. -Reporter for European outlet

Beijing. One respondent faced direct threats concerning their visa status, while many others were reprimanded
by MOFA for their coverage.
24% said MOFA summoned them for a meeting after they left the region

REPORTING ON TIBET
international governments, including a 2018 piece of US legislation6 demanding reciprocal access to TAR for
Journalists must apply to the government for special permission or join a press tour organized by China’s State

-Journalist at a Western outlet
None of the four journalists who applied for permission to travel to TAR in 2021 were approved by the
government.
Journalists selected by the Chinese government to participate in state-organized trips to TAR were closely
hosting the visit.
Foreign correspondents also experienced harassment while reporting in Tibetan-inhabited areas outside of the
TAR, such as Sichuan, Gansu, and Yunnan provinces.

-Magazine reporter for U.S. media
hotel room at 10 pm and said we had to either quarantine for 14 days right away in our hotel

-Alice Su, LA Times

REPORTING ON HONG KONG
For the second consecutive year, Covid travel restrictions have made it impossible for correspondents based in
exposure of Beijing’s growing interference in the territory’s local governance and daily life.
The media environment in Hong Kong continued to deteriorate under the National Security Law (NSL) after its
implementation in 2020.
6
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Space for independent press is shrinking as the political “red lines” hemming in press freedoms multiply. In their
2021 annual report entitled “Freedom in Tatters,” the Hong Kong Journalists Association (HKJA) highlighted
that “the risks journalists face amid the NSL and the imminent fake news legislation is growing.” 7
Fear of being punished under the NSL have also dissuaded sources from speaking to foreign journalists.
One of the biggest blows to press freedom was the closure of Hong Kong’s largest pro-democracy paper, Apple
As 2021 drew to a close, seven editors and board members at the independent outlet Stand News were arrested
under the NSL. Citizen News, another independent outlet that also closely covered Hong Kong’s 2019 anti-extradition protests, shut down soon after over safety concerns.
the mainland, as sources based in the city who were once happy to be interviewed now increasingly decline
requests.

-Charles Pellegrin, France 24

REPORTING ON OFFICIAL EVENTS
these events – for instance, the Communist Party’s 100th anniversary celebration, the Winter Olympics in
to the event, despite already having press cards to work in China. This process is often cumbersome and
bureaucratic, which takes away time from reporting.
It also allows the Chinese government another opportunity to play gatekeeper. Similar procedures apply for
state-sponsored press trips, as only certain journalists are invited to apply, and an even smaller group approved
to attend. On those trips, as earlier detailed, journalists are restricted from conducting independent reporting.
One-third of respondents have been denied access to a government-organized
media event widely available to other foreign journalists

broadcast on Chinese state media and presented to the public as legitimate press conferences, when in fact
everything is tightly choreographed.
Media freedom deteriorates in the periods around China’s major events – a time when the authorities want to
ensure political stability. This translates to even less opportunity for foreign journalists to report.

-Mari Manninen, Helsingin Sanomat
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calls from the police after our assistant made contact with them. -Asian media organization
It is against this deteriorating media freedom backdrop that Beijing is gearing up for the 2022 Winter Olympics.
Many news organizations are planning to send foreign journalists from outside of China to cover the Games,
which will require entering a quarantine bubble, along with other as-of-yet unclear conditions. Most
China-based correspondents, however, expect to stay outside of this bubble in order to maintain mobility and
continue reporting.
90% of respondents are not planning to go in the Olympics bubble
Foreign correspondents say Chinese authorities, including the Beijing Organizing Committee for the Olympic
Games (BOCOG), have not provided clear information about access and logistics, such as Covid procedures and
requirements.
60% of respondents say they did not receive adequate information prior to Olympic-related events
23% were unable to get in touch with appropriate Olympics committee personnel
32% were excluded from events open to other media
In contrast, only 10 percent of respondents say they have been able to reliably attend pre-Olympics events and
press conferences. Correspondents often only learn of press events – usually well-attended by Chinese state
media – after they occur.

-European journalist for a global newswire

-Journalist of Dutch newspaper

-Broadcast journalist

-Tom Cheshire, Sky News
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To prevent independent reporting, Chinese authorities harass and intimidate those most vulnerable to political
coercion: Chinese sources. In extreme cases, sources have been sentenced to prison, police have intercepted
interviewees on their way to meet journalists, and threatened sources in front of correspondents.

how the authorities found out about the matter. -Western journalist

-Correspondent for U.S. media
Journalists conducting vox pops in non-sensitive public spaces have been aggressively stopped, while sources
are routinely threatened by police and forced to cancel interviews last-minute.
More than a quarter of respondents said their sources were harassed, detained, or called in for
42% said they either know for sure or suspect that an interview was cancelled or
withdrawn because of pressure from authorities
92% had interviews declined by sources who said they required prior permission
from the authorities or their employers to speak to foreign media
Access to academics, think tankers, and employees of both state-owned and private enterprises continues to
shrink, with the vast majority requiring approval from higher-ups in order to speak to foreign journalists.

-European newspaper correspondent

-Mari Manninen, Helsingin Sanomat
-British media

-Emily Feng, NPR

operation. They provide valuable insight into China and help translate and produce, despite being barred by
Chinese law from directly reporting themselves.
Now, they face ever more dire harassment from authorities, causing several to quit their jobs in the face of
unbearable pressure. In some cases, authorities have outright denied Chinese individuals permission to work at
foreign media outlets.
Haze Fan, a Chinese journalist for Bloomberg News, remains incommunicado in detention more than a year
after being taken by police from her Beijing apartment in December 2020. Chinese authorities have provided
almost no information about her whereabouts or cause for detention, only alluding to suspicion of
endangering national security. She has not been formally arrested or charged.
of State Security, during which they were asked about their work and for information regarding their foreign
colleagues and news organizations – in one case, even being forced to undergo a videotaped confession. State
Security agents have referred to Chinese colleagues’ families in a threatening way during these interviews.
Chinese colleagues of foreign journalists have also been suddenly visited at their homes, aggressively
interrogated about their work, and had their family members in-country harassed.

-European broadcaster
-American news outlet

-American news outlet
Chinese colleagues have also been verbally abused

by members of the Chinese public

doxxed online and received threatening calls and messages.
-European broadcaster
It is now virtually impossible for Chinese colleagues to research stories on sensitive topics such as Xinjiang and
Hong Kong without endangering their safety.
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Nearly 40%

or intimidated by government authorities at least once
50% said they had put in place additional security procedures in their bureau
to reassure their Chinese colleagues

China does not allow foreign media to directly hire Chinese nationals to work in any capacity, for instance, as
Service Corporation for Diplomatic Missions (DPSC), a state-run organization attached to MOFA, and then
seconded to foreign news organizations.
nationals took months to process – if they were approved at all. Prospective candidates were called in for
meetings and asked pointed questions regarding their political views and personal lives.
alternatives. Others were denied the ability to hire their chosen candidate.

harmful to her future. -Bureau chief at a European outlet

bylines at all to researchers. -Reporter at a U.S. outlet
These stepped-up restrictions on Chinese employees indicate the Chinese state is intent on not only hindering
correspondents’ reporting capabilities, but also on weakening the operational capacity of foreign media
bureaus in mainland China.

-Reporter with European media

Police surveillance and harassment on reporting trips have become the norm. More than half of
correspondents surveyed experienced human surveillance on trips, such as being followed or having their hotel
room entered. As the number of topics deemed politically sensitive by the Chinese authorities has ballooned,
so has the use of surveillance.
25% fear Covid contact tracing apps can be used for additional surveillance
One-third of respondents were told to delete or show their data, such as
photos and footage, to the police.

-Reporter for an international news agency
Ubiquitous surveillance has forced journalists to change the way they plan their reporting, and in many cases,

-Yuan Yang, Financial Times

to prepare as possible. -Correspondent from an European media outlet
While Chinese platforms like WeChat come with surveillance built-in, state-sponsored attackers are also trying
to crack foreign platforms.

-Reporter at major European news media
-Correspondent for U.K. media

-Yuan Yang, Financial Times
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In January and February, journalists covering the WHO experts’ visit to Wuhan as part of an origin-tracing
minders, including at the Wuhan Institute of Virology. One international media team believes they were
Also in February, the Chinese embassy in Paris published a statement strongly criticizing an article by Le Monde
correspondent Simon Leplâtre about Chinese people mourning the death of Wuhan medical whistleblower
“some media like to eat mantou8 dipped in human blood.” This spurred personal attacks against the journalist
on Chinese social media.
In March, Sky News journalists had interviews for a story on the tea-growing industry in China cancelled last
minute. The reasons given by the source were that “relations between China and the U.K. are not very good”
and as such it would be “too sensitive” to speak to foreign media.
Also in March, Alice Su from the Los Angeles Times was blocked from entering Garze, a primarily Tibetan county
in Sichuan province, by car. She was singled out at a highway checkpoint and surrounded by about ten police
she could not enter because she is a journalist, telling her: “This is an autonomous area; we make our own laws.”
In April, a foreign journalist was tailed while driving 200 kilometers from the airport into rural areas of Fujian
province on a vacation with her husband, two young children, and another family. The car that followed them
parked directly outside the hotel they were staying in, remaining through the night.
The same month, German correspondent Mathias Boelinger had his previously cooperative sources intimidated
by local police during a reporting trip to Hanyuan, Sichuan. The sources then retracted their quotes and
footage, claiming they hadn’t been aware he was a foreign reporter. Boelinger was tailed by a car until he
reached the highway to Chengdu. Sky News reporters were also constantly followed during a reporting trip to
Ningxia, a region primarily populated by the Hui, an ethnic Muslim minority.
In May and June, several correspondents were closely tailed by plainclothes police while visiting the village of
Liangjiahe in Shaanxi province where Party leader Xi Jinping spent time as a teenager during the Cultural
Revolution. Police intimidated all villagers who spoke with the foreign journalists. In one case, an American
correspondent’s taxi driver received calls from police demanding updates regarding their movements.
correspondents experienced similar state surveillance and source intimidation while visiting Yan’an in Shaanxi,
another key site in Communist Party history, in the weeks leading up to the 100th anniversary of the Party’s
founding on July 1.
Around the same time, Telegraph correspondent Sophia Yan experienced sustained harassment from police and
plainclothes minders on a nine-day reporting trip to Xinjiang. On two occasions, Yan and videographer Lorenz
one of these instances, the men pinned her arms behind her back, grabbed her clothes, and pulled her
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them to delete photos and footage. At the peak, they were surrounded by 30 men for nearly three hours who
aggressively accused them of illegally trespassing and photographing in a military zone.
In July, several correspondents and their Chinese colleagues were harassed while reporting on the devastating
organization – asked its 1.6 million followers on Chinese social media to report the whereabouts of BBC
correspondent Robin Brant, after which he became the target of extreme online harassment. A few days later,
Zhengzhou residents surrounded Mathias Boelinger, a German TV reporter, and Alice Su of the LA Times, after
doxxed online and received death threats, intimidating messages, and calls. Some have since left China as a
result of the harassment.
In the weeks that followed, Boelinger wrote a Twitter thread where he called the attackers a “mob.” Foreign

Agence France-Presse journalists were forced to delete footage by hostile residents and surrounded by several

the airport.
In September, the Global Times’ Chinese edition singled out four foreign journalists for their “anti-China
reporting” and accused them of “spreading lies,” marking an escalation in state-sanctioned personal attacks
9
against individual correspondents. These included the LA Times’ Alice Su and German correspondent Mathias
article also publicized a lawsuit against Economist correspondent Stephanie Studer and accused BBC’s John
Sudworth of biased reporting.
In October, the local government of Bijie, Guizhou province announced that a Party cadre was rewarded by
the Ministry of State Security for reporting a Western journalist who “conducted illegal reporting” in the area.
Shortly afterwards, the Global Times’ Chinese edition published an article accusing NPR correspondent Emily
the investigation. The article examined basic biographical info about Feng and concluded she was “anti-China”
based on her previous coverage of Xinjiang and rights activism in China.
Also in October, another European media correspondent was personally attacked for coverage of Taiwan in
a lengthy statement published by the Chinese embassy of their home country. The same month, a European
change story in rural Shanxi province.
The same month, correspondents from several media outlets experienced issues gaining access to Winter
10
Olympics test events. The FCCC issued a statement calling on the Beijing Organizing Committee for the
Olympic Games to provide journalists with up-to-date information and access to events and conducted a
follow-up call with the International Olympic Committee on the matter.
9
10
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The year ahead looks grim. Bureaus are still reeling from headcounts far below what is needed to provide
engaging and comprehensive coverage of China. Journalists remain surveilled, their Chinese colleagues
threatened, and their sources intimidated. The country’s strict “zero-Covid” policy is expected to remain in
swathes of the country.

carefully designated Covid “bubbles.”
The FCCC hopes international standards for media freedom and access will apply within the bubbles. Outside,
across greater China, such media freedom will remain under attack, reducing what is possible for broader
reporting on the Games’ host country.
Despite a broader deteriorating media freedom environment, there have been some positive signs for the
foreign media in 2021, including a preliminary agreement between the U.S. and China regarding both countries’
journalists.
That deal could see a small number of American journalists working for U.S. outlets granted new J-1 visas. If so,
government since 2019. However, none of the 18 journalists working for American media who were expelled in
2020 will be allowed to return. The FCCC is monitoring the issue and hopes commitments materialize.
“The recent agreement between the U.S. and China to allow some journalists to return, while welcome,
barely begins to address the loss in reporting strength for those organizations hit hardest by the expulsions,”
said Steven Lee Myers, Beijing bureau chief for the New York Times, who relocated to Seoul after being expelled
in 2020.
These potential steps forward still leave the foreign press far behind the numbers it previously enjoyed.
Successive restrictions – some unstated, some formalized – have rapidly chipped away at news bureaus’ basic
point to China doubling down on its isolationist stance in the name of Covid prevention.
This isolation has produced an unfortunate suspicion and hostility towards the press. The FCCC notes with
disappointment that instead, the Chinese state is closing in on itself at a time when the world, more than ever,
needs rich and robust journalism on China.

This report is based on a survey of journalists who belong to the Foreign Correspondents’ Club of China in
Beijing and the Shanghai Foreign Correspondents’ Club. Conducted in December 2021, 127 of 192
correspondent members representing news organizations from 30 countries and regions responded to the
survey.
question. Additional interviews with bureau chiefs at ten news organizations headquartered in North America,
Australia, Asia, and Europe, were conducted for this report.
For data citations, please credit the Foreign Correspondents’ Club of China (FCCC), a Beijing-based professional
association whose members include correspondents from 30 countries and regions.

